
New Development Ref: #AFD0048

5* Seaviews Apartments in Marbella
Marbella East > Los Monteros
Under construction •  Apartments

KEY DETAILS

ARCHITECT: DPYA ARQUITECTURA, S.L.P. TYPE: Apartments

LOCATION: Marbella East UNITS: 96

AREA: Los Monteros BEDS: 2, 3

STATUS: Under construction PRICES: €440,000–€1,205,000
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New Development Ref: #AFD0048

FULL DESCRIPTION

This project has been designed as a boutique residential concept but with a resort soul. A place where greens meet blues: nature, sea and horizon.

Your new 5-star life is backed by magnificent leisure and wellness services, excellent qualities and views of the sea so that your life is always surrounded by nature with a marked
healthy lifestyle.

We invite you to pamper yourself and find the perfect balance between life and living.

Thanks to its excellent communications it will allow us to enjoy the shops of the center of Marbella, its beaches and promenade in just 5 minutes, and at the same time, enjoy with
total privacy and security the tranquility of a family atmosphere and a Mediterranean lifestyle .

An innovative project that consists of 96 homes with large spaces connected to the environment and with a variety of typologies in a maximum of three heights: ground floor with
private garden and pool, first floor and penthouses with solarium with options to customize the roof with private mini pool.

It transcends the idea of residential to become a lifestyle. The services included in the common areas, such as the Spa or the private gym, are designed to transform your day to
day, filling it with well-being and peace.

The extensive green areas, swimming pools and terraces will give you the opportunity to enjoy true Mediterranean luxury: the presence of the sun almost every day and a mild
climate throughout the year.

Leisure is guaranteed thanks to the Social Club, a space where you can socialize and make friends within Quintessence where each member of the family will find their way of
having fun.

To reconnect with nature you will only have to take a walk around the surroundings, it is surrounded by a Mediterranean forest environment and framed by impressive views of the
sea. Trails, forests, golf courses, marinas and beaches, everything is within easy reach and in less than 10 minutes.

Read more online…
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